
Our Life and the Universe

Listen!
Listen to the voice of life inside you!

It has a message for you:
Through Life You Are Connected With Everlasting Power And Presence
We are in the most intimate connection with the gigantic Living Universe!

It has all-important news for you that will transform your life, 
news that is of historic significance for you and all humankind:news that is of historic significance for you and all humankind:

The entire boundless Universe is an amazing, all-encompassing living entity, 
vibrant with life-affirming power! And that message discloses electrifying resources to you!

It says:
The world knows no bounds! Each single life flows into Universal Life!

Your life is destined to be elevated by the galvanizing power of eternal, cosmic life!
Humankind has a meaningful role in the gigantic network of causes driving the Universe!

WWe are destined to co-operate with the cosmic power of Life!
We can reveal, enfold and realize our Nature-given potentials when we co-operate with the cosmic Life!
The common belief that we only live an insignificant life on an insignificant planet of an insignificant sun

in an indifferent and inanimate material universe, is false!
You can choose to live your life on this strengthening, clarifying, healthy understanding!

Because universal Life animates matter throughout the endless expanses, cosmic clouds and galaxies
- it animates you with its full cosmic power!

So, why not build your life upon more real, deepeSo, why not build your life upon more real, deeper, natural grounds?
It only requires awareness, imagination and conviction!

Because life inside us is huge, in fierce contrast to how it is widely accepted!
If you look at yourself, do you really believe the materialist claim 

that your life is nothing more than merely the working
of cogwheels in a complex, programmed machine?

Do you really believe that your life is a meaningless mechanical process, 
that does not extend beyond the functions of metabolism and reproduction?that does not extend beyond the functions of metabolism and reproduction?

If you look at yourself, do you really believe that your only aim in life is defined by a struggle for survival?
If you realize that you govern your own behavior, do you really believe that none of the possible life

in this endless Universe is at all able to govern matter?
Do you really believe that your behavior is governed exclusively by physical laws, 

as has been dictated in the last few centuries?
Multitudes are suffering under the contention that, seen on a cosmic scale, 

life is an insignificant byproduct of material processes, life is an insignificant byproduct of material processes, 
that Man is the outcome of mindless physical causes, 

that “the whole temple of Man's achievement must inevitably 
be buried beneath the debris of a universe in ruins”, as Bertrand Russell put it.

Relief can be found in the fact that life governs matter, that the endless Universe as a whole is alive!
A universal form of life permeates the entire material universe, it is life that flows through each of us: 
cosmic life that should be written with a capital - eternal, all-powerful and all-encompassing Life!

YYou will feel a boundless freedom with the power of the Universe itself living inside you - a radiant Energy.
You decide if you want to glow in its full light!  Proceeding towards the discovery of Life within you, you will realize:

The Energy shines through you!
This cosmic Energy, which is Life, remains true to its magnificent aims, it will not bow to anything.

Because Life has an aim, from which it will not be distracted, 
until the end of the world as we know it - and beyond, since Life is the one who creates all the worlds to come.

Because Life is itself the ultimate reality.

Life says yes.Life says yes.
Yes, Life in us says that our life is, ultimately, eternal: it is based on cosmic Life.

And cosmic Life is the manifestation of the cosmic freedom of the Self of the eternal Universe 
co-operating with the cosmic life- and mind-elevating life principle.

It rides the infinite lightyears as a shining, enrapturing and elevating power.
All life values cosmic Life, because Life is sovereign in eternally maintaining and elevating all life, 

unaffected by anything that may occur.
Because Life is eternal and it is itself the power elevating theBecause Life is eternal and it is itself the power elevating the All.

Mountains erode, rivers dry up, but Life stays its course.
Matter will be shaped and dissolved, Big Bangs will come and go, but Life will always remain.

Because Life knows something: it maintains and elevates itself, 
it is capable of organizing matter according to its own aims.

Life is what expands all lungs, makes all hearts beat, fills us with wonder and excitement.
Life is the highest value in all our life.

Cosmic Life and our individual bodily life are ultimately the same: Cosmic Life and our individual bodily life are ultimately the same: 
our life arises from cosmic Life and nourishes itself from cosmic Life.
The reality of Cosmic Life offers a new, wider perspective for our life.

Life is our potential to decide and act on the unforeseeably long timescale of our lifespan for our highest goals.
Life is our potential to live with our best abilities, 

and join these with those of many others to make cosmic perspectives unfold.
Life is more than our individual power: 

Life is a universal power filling all landscapes and sentient beings with awe, wonder and excitement.Life is a universal power filling all landscapes and sentient beings with awe, wonder and excitement.
Life is a wonder that breathes, walks and speaks through us.

Life is a cosmic power.
Life wants us to liberate ourselves from living insignificants lives.

Life wants us to break free from the mind-limiting, overly narrow perspectives of consumer society.
Life’s faint presence on the surface of the modern alienated mind wants to reconnect to the whole, 

complete Life present in the depths of our mind, reaching out to the true animating powers of the Cosmos.
Life wants to shine brightlLife wants to shine brightly, at full power, full-hearted and full of soul.

Every thought, every feeling emanating from the life principle in us are natural powers clarifying and 
realizing our natural role in the gigantic Living Universe.

Every pulse of every living organism on all planets says yes to life and no to death, 
yes to significance and no to insignificance, yes to truth, beauty and wonder and no to insensate societies.

We can make death as thin like a sheet of paper if we live our life with indomitable dedication.
Let's dare to live the best life we can dream!

Let's establish a claim to live the life that we would live if we would live with the full extent of our human abilities!Let's establish a claim to live the life that we would live if we would live with the full extent of our human abilities!
Let's establish a claim to live the life we are born to!

Let's wake inside us the awe and wonder of being alive!
Let's wake Nature within: our life in its natural grandeur, as it is by Mother Nature!

Nature is genius in full.
Nature is within, and wants to live its full life by us! If only we can fathom it and recognize what it wants! 

We can be aware of it and give it our full attention! If only we can be aware of our life!
The time has come, the time of our life!The time has come, the time of our life! The film is already rolling! 

Let us wake the will to live, the will to live a real life, 
the life that Nature wants from us, the life that Nature intends for us!

Let us discover inside us the human potentials that are a gift from Nature.
Let us live with our natural abilities, let us allow our highest abilities to blossom in their full light!

Life will shine eternally.
Because Life is a cosmic power, a magnificent and mind-expanding entity.
Life is the most elevated expression of the infinitely creative Living Universe.Life is the most elevated expression of the infinitely creative Living Universe.

Let us discover Life as it is in reality, as we want it to live within us and as it is in the Universe!
Let us discover the Living Universe in its full light!

This is the light that can give us the spirit and power to live our real life with our full capacity.

To live our real life as it has to be.
To live the life we are born to live!

SUGGESTED LINKS:
http: //vhk.saman.org.hu/2013/http: //vhk.saman.org.hu/2013/11/contemplating-heavens-vhks-atilla-grandpierre/
http: //www.grandpierre.hu/site/termek/az-elo-vilagegyetem-konyve-2012-es-kiadas/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-GJEnKRAj4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hh72JoxtTLU

http://www.konkoly.hu/AC2009/
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